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Abstract
Nowadays, a question answering (QA) system is used in various areas such a quiz show, personal
assistant, home device, and so on. The OKBQA framework supports developing a QA system
in an intuitive and collaborative ways. To support collaborative development, the framework
should be equipped with some functions, e.g., flexible system configuration, debugging supports,
intuitive user interface, and so on while considering different developing groups of different
domains. This paper presents OKBQA controller, a dedicated workflow manager for OKBQA
framework, to boost collaborative development of a QA system.

1

Introduction

Recently, a QA system have been on the rise being applied to diverse domains, e.g., quiz show (IBM
Watson), personal assistant (Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana), home device (Amazon Echo), and so on.
To make a QA system, the OKBQA framework focuses on constructing an OKBQA pipeline-based
QA system. The OKBQA pipeline is based on the state-of-the-art researches such as template generation (Unger et al., 2012), disambiguation (Usbeck et al., 2014), query generation (Kim and Cohen, 2014),
and so on, which is depicted in Figure 1.
The main goal of the OKBQA framework is to support collaborative development of an OKBQA
pipeline-based QA system, To support the collaborative development, the framework should be equipped
with key functions:
• Pipeline construction based on OKBQA specification As modules of the OKBQA pipeline are
developed by different groups of different domains, I/O specification is crucial to integrate modules
developed independently into an integrated whole system. The OKBQA specification specifies that
an I/O format of OKBQA module should be a JSON format and their interface should be implemented as a REST API. That is, the (OKBQA) framework should be capable of linking modules
of JSON-formatted I/O with a RESTful service. By compliance with the OKBQA specification,
modules developed by a different groups can be integrated into one QA system.
• Flexible pipeline configuration By open collaboration, an QA system can be constructed by modules developed by different developers. To support a developer who wants to construct his QA system by reusing some modules developed by other developers, the framework should be equipped
with the function of configuring which modules will compose his QA system.
• Debugging supports As different users can develop a module of a QA system independently, some
modules can cause a crash of an entire system by diverse errors. To support developers chasing a
cause of errors, the framework should be capable of showing exceptional information about which
module is crashed, the input causing the crash, and the reason why the module is crashed.
• Intuitive user interface To support developers of diverse domains, the framework should provide
an intuitive and common user interface that can lower the entry barrier of QA system development.
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Figure 1: Workflow of an OKBQA pipeline
The above-mentioned functions are traditionally dealt by a workflow manager, which is a kind of a
module for linking other modules to construct an integrated system. In this paper, we present a dedicated
workflow manager for the OKBQA framework, so-called OKBQA controller, to boost the collaborative
development of an OKBQA pipeline-based QA system.

2

OKBQA Controller

The OKBQA controller is a dedicated workflow manager for constructing a OKBQA pipeline by linking
OKBQA modules as shown in Figure 1. The controller makes a pipeline work by transferring I/O of
each module sequentially. The controller realizes and provides the key functions described in Section 1,
which is detailed in the following sections.
2.1

Pipeline construction based on OKBQA specification

The controller makes a pipeline work consistently with the OKBQA specification by linking RESTful
modules of JSON-formatted I/O. The I/O of the controller, depicted in Figure 2, are also compliant
with the OKBQA specification as other OKBQA modules; The controller’s I/O have a JSON format and
interface is implemented in a RESTful service. By compliance with the OKBQA specification, modules
can be developed in a consistent ways w.r.t. their I/O and interface implementation, so the reusability of
modules can be significantly enhanced.
2.2

Flexible pipeline configuration

To support constructing a pipeline with various structure and composition of modules and reusing modules developed by other developers, the controller supports configuring addresses and executing sequence
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Figure 2: I/O of an OKBQA controller
of modules by the controller’s input fields ”address” and ”sequence” as shown in Figure 2. By configuring the number and executing sequence of modules, developers can construct their own pipeline different
from the original OKBQA pipeline to apply new idea and improve their own QA system further; For example, one idea is that if disambiguated results are provided to a template generation process as an input,
there is a possibility that results of a template generation module could be improved.
2.3

Debugging supports

To support efficient debugging for collaborative development, the controller provides a fault alarming
function through a log message that is the field ”log” in controller’s output as shown in Figure 2. The log
message provides the information such as input, output, and processing time of each module, name of
module throwing exception, a cause of exception, and so on; these information can be useful for chasing
a cause of errors that are caused by not only our module, but also the others’. When a module throws
an exception, the controller will stop executing a pipeline and return an exceptional message on log; e.g.
Figure 3 shows an example of the message. By the message, developers can easily notice which module
is problematic and what to do for fixing it. It is an essential function to easily chase and fix errors caused
by modules developed by different developers.
2.4

Web-based user interface

The controller provides a Web-based user interface1 to developers as shown in Figure 4. Through the
graphical supports by the interface, developers can set a system configuration, integrate their modules
with other developers’ modules to construct an integrated QA system, and test constructed QA system
by asking the pre-defined natural language questions in an easy and intuitive way.
2.5

Conclusion

We have presented a dedicated workflow manager for the OKBQA framework, so-called OKBQA controller. We showed that the OKBQA controller has an essential functions to develop a QA system in a
1

http://ws.okbqa.org/web_interface
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Figure 3: An example of an exceptional message

Figure 4: A Web-based user interface for an OKBQA controller
collaborative way. However, there are some points to be improved and further developed. We will keep
searching needs of developers and mirroring their needs to our successive versions of the controller.
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